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University
community
appalled
According to Tacoma Police
Department sources and the Tacoma
Dome front offices, Puget Sound
students damaged eight benches in the
sections reserved by fraternal and sorority
organizations, and, although no arrests
were made, TPD was kept busy escorting
students out of the stands and asking
them to sit elsewhere.
As the Loggers football team
the Lutes in the Tacoma Dome last
Thursday night, numbers of students
were busy destroying property and
consuming excessive amounts of
alcohol.
In spite of repeated announcements
during the game, some students
continued to stand on the seats and
stomp on them, causing the damages.
ALSO, several dozen trial and women
were asked to leave the Puget Sound
cheering section due to drunken and
rowdy behavior. These actions were then
followed by noise complaints and time
violations by certain organizations when
they returned to campus.
Great concern has been expressed on
the part of alumni and community
members as pointed out by Dean of
Students, David Dodson, at Tuesday
night's formal senate meeting.
"In the minds of many...UPS students
were viewed as mindless, drunken
boors," said Dodson in response to the
concerns he has heard.
"Unfortunately people who attended
the game and those who watched the
post-game interviews may have been led
to believe that these acts are
representative of the entire student body,"
said Dodson in a memo to the members

DavidHarlan

By Rob Huff

Were student leaders such as Mike Haines among Dean Dodson's "mindless, drunken boors?"
of senate.
Subsequently, Dodson appeared at the
senate meeting to urge ASUPS to send a
formal apology to the student body of
PLU.
"Whether or not you approve such an
action is in your hands," said Dodson.
"I've already contacted the Dean of
Students at PLU and made an apology on
my part."
To these requests, senate responded,
but not without controversy.

The bill under consideration was
written by ASUPS President Gillian
Gawne and urged an apology to the PLU
student body.
Senator Mike Haines commented that
the bill apeared "too negative" and that.,
"...if we want to make an effective
statement we need to add a lot more."
John Schusler responded that, "This
isn't even remotely negative. This was
on the news for crying out loud. How
can it be too negative?"

Student attacked near librar
By Rob Huff
On Tuesday at 9:55 a.m., a lone
female student took a study break from
the library. After leaving the front doors
she turned toward the arboretum and
began to walk along the pathway
between the music building and N. 18th.
She left the path by roughly twenty
feet when she noticed someone
approaching in the opposite direction.
He was a black male, in his early
twenties, and about six feet tall. As he
continued to approach the student she
made moves to avoid him. However, he
began to make rude comments to her.
She responded by looking back at

him which he reacted to by clenching his
fist and stiking her three times on the
right side of her face, causing her to fall
to the ground.
The student recovered quickly and fled
to the music building where she
immediately called Security Services.
The victim was met by Bruce Sadler,
Director of Security, while a call was
made to the Tacoma Police Department.
A thorough area search of the campus
was conducted but no suspect was found.
"Incidents during the day like this have
never happened in my recollection," said
Bruce Sadler.
The suspect has been described as a
black male of large build with a one-inch
afro haircut and a large flat nose. He was

wearing a black tank top, faded Levi 501
jeans, and tennis shoes.
Sadler said that extra security staff
have been asked to come in and increase
the coverage of the entire campus as well
as the regular day staff. People who
would normally be concentrating on
parking will expand their patrols to
include the fringe areas.
"I'd like to remind people that we offer
24-hour escort services," said Sadler.
Other safety tips include never
walking alone and always staying on the
established pathways.
If you have any information or see
someone fitting this description, contact
Security Services immediately at
756-3311.

After ammending the statement
proposed by Gawne to include an
apology to TPD and the Tacoma Dome,
senate unanimously approved an
apology.
In later developments, Mike Haines
responded to his front-page photo by
saying, "I was caught up in the
atmosphere of the game and half of my
high school friends go to PLU. I didn't
mean to offend anyone through the
gesture."
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Bean loses lawsuit
By Helen Dolmas
The stand of Matt Bean against the
university came to a quick close in small
claims court last Friday morning.
According to court record, Commissioner
Culpepper dismissed Bean's case "with
prejudice."
Bean sued the university for $100
because he felt that the university had
breached a contract by changing the point
refund policy last spring. Bean felt that
the students should be allowed to carry
over food points to this year.
John Hickey represented the university
in the matter. Hickey felt that, "While
there had been a change, it was done
during the spring semester and in
cooperation with the Food and Safety
Committee."
Bean, however, felt that "the school
took advantage of the students and that
student opinion was on my side."
The case was on the docket for 9:00
am on September 18th at small claims
court. After explaining the proceedings,
Commissioner Culpepper heard one case
before the Bean case.
Bean and Hickey were then allowed to
speak their case. Both men stood for the
proceedings. Bean presented several
documents including the initial food
service brochure in order to argue his
case. The commissioner listened to about
five minutes of debate between both
Hickey and Bean.
Ultimately, the long-time issue of a

penny a point after initial overhead was
the deciding factor. The commissioner
felt that the points should not carry over
because the overhead was for last year,
and already used for last year's expenses.

It was not the right
environment for this case
to be heard, and, in the
absense of the full story, I
believe the judge took the
safe stand and ruled in
favor of the school.
The commissioner also felt that since
Bean's refund money was credited to his
account, the university did not owe Bean
any more money. However, Culpepper
urged Hickey to add a statement to the
brochure saying that charge might be
made.
When asked about the trial, Bean said,
"It was not the right environment for
this case to be heard, and, in the absense
of the full story, I believe the judge took
the safe stand and ruled in favor of the
school."
Hickey also responded. "We needed to
do what was best for the campus
community and we felt we were doing
that by responding to ASUPS and the
Food and Safety Committee."
"I guess that the judge saw things the
same way," concluded Hickey.

ampus
Corner
Master of Physical Therapy Applicants are to take the Graduate Records Exam
(GRE) for the fall, 1988 and any future programs.
The Hood Canal Coordinating Council, a division of the State Water Quality
Council, seeks proposals for a 10-12 minute video on the work of the council. To
request a full application package contact Lela Hilton, the Council's Program
Director, at 206-464-7320. All proposals must be postmarked no later than October
16, 1987.
The sixth annual International Student Scholarship Competition is now accepting
essays for its $1,500 first prize. The contest is open to all international students
studying in the U.S. and is limited to 1,500 words on the topic - "Major changes in
the world economic situation have influenced America's role in international
commerce. What effect do you think these changes will have on international
education?" For additional information write: Essay Competition Coordinator; DSD
Communications, Ltd.; 10805 Parkridge Blvd., Suite 240; Reston, VA 22091.
The German languages department is sponsoring a series of films for the semester.
All screenings take place in library room 17 or 18 and begin at 7:00PM. On
September 29, the film will be the 1931 production, M.
The Student Opportunities and Activities Record committee is proud to announce
the return of SOAR. This year's program will open up to 50 freshman and has been
updated since the trial run of last spring. The program will allow those involved to
evaluate their goals at UPS as well as interact with an individual mentor. SOAR
only takes a few hours of commitment each semester but will provide the benfit of
an activities record which will aid the student in writing resumes when they graduate.
Sign up in the ASUPS office on the second floor of the SUB. ?'s -- call X3600.
Take a hike on the wild side. We're going to Summerland on Mt. Rainier on
Sunday, September 27. Interested? Call the Outhaus at 756-4038 for details.

ca
World
W7 Watch
Compiled by Rob Huff
The U.S. is expected to suspend $8 million in Bolivia aid due to its failure to halt
the production of coca, the source of cocaine, revealed a State Department official on
Monday.
Hails of good faith on the part of the Nicaraguan government have been ringing
through Congress since the Sandinistas allowed the opposition newspaper, La
Prensa, to begin printing again. In 1986 the Sandinistas shut down the paper.
President P.W. Botha of South Africa said his government was prepared to begin
talks with the nuclear powers on the possibility of signing the 1970
Nonproliferation Treaty, which has been signed by 134 nations, on Monday. South
Africa has been accused of testing nuclear weapons by the United Nations despite
government claims otherwise.
The war in the Persian Gulf rages on. Monday a U.S. helicopter sighted an Iranian
ship dropping mines into the sea near Bahrain and reacted by firing on the ship,
setting it on fire. The Iranians are now vowing to avenge the attack and U.S. ships
are on their highest alert.
Treasury officials announced on Tuesday that the U.S. budget deficit will be
smaller than originally expected for the fiscal year that ends in eight days. New
figures are based on the government's revenue and spending for August which were
published on Wednesday.

Senate faces budget
By John Shepherd
For the second time in three weeks,
Chris Chapman opened the weekly
Senate meeting on a somber note.
"As you would expect, whenever I
come down here, it's not good news,"
said Chapman.
Last year's ASUPS expenses exceeded
revenue by $8,227. Chapman pointed
out that the situation is not catastrophic
because of $70,000 of carry-over (excess
revenue) from previous years. However,
as a result of liberal spending last year,
this excess fund has dwindled to
$12,000.
Chapman emphasized that if this trend
continues, ASUPS will be in debt
within two years.
With the school year barely underway,
there is only $1,400 yet to be allocated
for the rest of the year. Offering his
advice for this year's student goverment,
Chapman quoted university Contoller,
Steve Ward , stating, " you guys need to
be real tight this year."
ASUPS President, Gillian Gawne,
recommened that the student goverment
try to project spending expenditures in a
formal plan to help coordinate the budget
more efficiently in the future.
In other business, Gawne expressed
thanks to those who participated in the
canned food drive. She cited the
University Hall effort as being
particularly impressive.
The canned food drive was originally
planned as a UPS-PLU competition in
conjunction with the Tacoma Dome
game, but was cancelled because PLU
was not able to organize their part of the
event in time.
Gawne also noted that the executive
members of the Board of Trustees will be
meeting on Thursday morning at

Weyerhauser, and that it would be of
concern to many students because UPS
Divest and the faculty Ad Hoc
Committee on Investment
Responsibility will be making
presentations.
Senators were asked to form a general
opinion of their constituency on this
issue so they can represent the students
accurately at Board meetings.
Gawne additionally requested that
Senators research student-at- large
opinion on the possibility of a deferred
Rush.

As you would expect,
when I come down here
it's bad news.
In executive reports, Senate Chair
Mike Korch announced that a cash
machine will be operational in the SUB
within two days. It will accept the Accel,
Plus and Puget Sound bank cards.
On the upcoming ASUPS elections,
Lynn Hendrix reported that guidelines
have been formulated. She added that a
general information meeting will be held
for interested students next Tuesday
evening in the board room of the SUB,
after Senate.
Addressing a new issue developing on
campus, Hendrix said she is considering
researching student response to proposed
change in registration procedure, which
will have underclassmen register before
junoirs and seniors.
In a conversation with John Finney,
the head of the Registrar's office, Hendrix
was informed that not a single student
has approached him about the issue. She
added that if no one has brought up the
issue by November 1, the program will
be instituted without question.
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Renovation dedication
By Tom Koontz
A ribbon-cutting ceremony, building
rededication, and open house marking the
university's $2 million investment in its
undergraduate science program is slated
for 1:30 pm tomorrow.
Representatives of contributors will
join faculty, staff, and students for the
ceremony outside the newly renovated
R.F. Thompson Hall.

Crimes
on
Campus

Eleven new "Apollo" computer work
stations will be available to all students
and faculty members working on major
computer programming projects.
The new stations "put a load of power
in the hands of Puget Sound students,"
said Mathematics and Computer Science
Department Chairman Ron Van
Enkevort. "Even the large state schools
don't provide the kind of sophisticated
computer systems we can now offer to

9/15/87 2:20PM A trespasser was removed from campus by security
personnel who had been soliciting for magazine
subscriptions in residence halls.

What used to be a fine teaching facility has
now become an excellent combined research
and teaching facility.
"What used to be a fine teaching
facility has now become an excellent
combined research and teaching facilty,"
said university President Phil Phibbs.
"We have been careful not to encroach on
the classroom space while seeking to add
to the facility's research capabilities."
Funds for the improvements came
primarily from the M.J. Murdock
Charitable trust ($1 million) and the
National Science Foundation ($400,000).
Additional moneys were granted by the
Arthur Vining Davis Foundations, and
the Fuch, Cheney, and Allenmore
Foundations.
The renovation increases research
building space for each science
department, including a larger greenhouse
and two new physics research labs -- one
dedicated to experiments in fluid
dynamics, the other to be used by
students undertaking faculty-guided
theoretical studies.

9/18/87 1:40AM

9/18/87 12:08AM A female student reported to Security Services that she had
been followed by a suspect from her car to the entrance to
Anderson-Langdon hall. She entered the building and called
Security. A subsequent search of the area yielded nothing.The
suspect was described as: white male, roughly 25 years of
age, 5'9" and 165 lbs. with blonde hair and a mustache. He
was last seen wearing a green T-shirt, faded Levi's, and a
light blue jacket.

undergraduates involved in serious
research projects."
Following tomorow's ribbon-cutting
the science departments will host an
open house in Thompson Hall from 2 to
4 p.m.
Students and faculty will demonstrate
the new "Apollo" computer stations.
Visitors will see something like a
"Pong" game with the "ball" bouncing
from screen to screen among all 11 work
stations. "Near photographic" computer
graphics will also be shown.
The geology department plans to
demonstrate the university's Scanning
Electron Microscope on insect eyes and
other specimens.
Professors emeritus James R. Slater
and Gordon Alcorn will be on hand, and
visitors can watch Alcorn's home movie
of the construction of Thompson Hall.
Student researchers will show how the
Spectrometer lab is used to reveal art

9/18/87 8:45AM A fire extinguisher case was found to be broken in a
residence hall.
9/18/87 9:37PM A fire extinguisher case was found to be broken in a
residence hall.
9/18/87 10:56PM A door was reported to be severely damaged in a residence
hall.
9/19/87 12:38AM A drunk driver crashed into some bushes at N. 14th and
Lawrence. He was cited and released by the Tacoma Police
Dept.
9/19/87 1:12AM The rest of the Bateman cartoons were recovered when
unknown persons left them outside the west side of the
fieldhouse.
9/19/87 4:00PM

Many students have never been inside
Thompson Hall. It will be a good chance for
them to look around and find out what's there.
Also added: an x-ray laboratory,
micro-computer lab for students in
mathematics, and wood/metal shop.
Science departments also gained
additional equipment, such as a UV-VIS
NIR Spectrophotometer to be used in
both chemistry and biology research. The
biology department received a high speed
refrigerated centrifuge for use in faculty
research projects.
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Jewelry, a calculator, and two wallets were stolen from an
unlocked, unattended residence hall room.

9/20/87 12:48AM Three non-students were removed from campus and
apprehended by TPD for attempting to enter a fraternity
party.

forgeries and the physical make-up of
meteorites without destroying them.
"Many students have never been inside
Thompson Hall. It will be a good chance
for them to look around and find out
what's there," said senior Chris
Coverdale.
The entire campus community is
invited to attend all or part of the open
house.

9/20/87 4:05PM A student stole a bicycle from another student in a residence
hall. The bike was later recovered. Case under investigation.

* In light of the recent developments, Security Services would like to
urge students to take advantage of the 24 hour escort services
available every day. Remember to never walk alone and always stay
on established sidewalks or pathways.
If you ever see a suspicious person or activity on or near the
campus, call Security Services immediately at X3311.
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A suspect vehicle caused damage to the lawn at 3500 N.
18th. Under investigation.
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The Trail
Needs:
writers,
photographers,
and layout specialists

Interested?
Call x3278
or come to staff
meeting Thursdays at four

Wilsondisc works wonders
By Scott Anderson

Leonard Pitt performed for UPS audiences last weekend

Occupancy a problem?
By John Shepherd
Last week, the Inter-Fraternity
Council passed a resolution that gave
two under-occupied fraternities an
ultimatum to meet several stipulations
in pursuit of curing the problem or face
explusion from IFC.
At that time, neither Beta Theta Pi or
Sigma Chi had full occupancy by
University standards-- which is set at
90% of maximum space available.
Stipulations included: 1) Any member

Beta's were recognized as having met the
stipulations--though didn't have 90%.
According to Rusty Nelson, President
of IFC, both houses effectively saved
themselves. Nelson said, "...the
University would not tolerate a
fragmented Greek system. If those
houses were expelled from IFC, they
would lose their charters."
Nelson pointed to the house presidents
in accomplishing their tasks:" They
(Russ Weeks of Sigma Chi and Greg
Coyle of the Beta's) have been effective
leaders in their houses, and we respect

The university would not tolerate a
fragmented Greek system. If those houses
were expelled from IFC they would lose their
charters.
who is living outside of the house be
mandated to move in immediately ,
regardless of any lease agreements.
The house use their social funds to
pay penalties for broken leases.
The house validate any "finacial
need" cases through the University
financial aid office.
The house immediately inform
Residential Life that guests are welcome
(to move in to fill the house).
The houses truly and in good faith
enforce the by-laws which they
submitted previously to IFC and the
Trustees concerning occupancy and
enforcement thereof.
The resolution was adopted

the hard line they took."
While they weren't able to meet 90%,
Nelson emphasize that "all that are
eligible (among their membership) to
live in are living in."
Despite the effort, the University can
still theoretically pull the charter of the
Beta's for not having full occupancy.
However, University representative
Dean Dodson stated, "...you don't sever
the relationship with a fraternity on the
basis of one or two semesters."
Dodson added that the Beta's have been
on campus for 25 years, with a tradition
of being a strong fraternity.
In two semesters, the large fall pledge
class ( as well as any other pledges they

You don't sever the relationship with a
fraternity on the basis of one or two
semesters.
unanomously by the Panhellenic and
IFC Councils. Noteably, both
fraternities in question voted in favor of
the stipulations.
By last night's deadline, Sigma Chi
had reached 90% occupancy, and the

pick up this year) will be able to move
in the house, and the problem will most
likely be alleviated.
Until then, the empty space in the
Beta house will either stay empty or
become occupied by guests of the Beta's.

If you've walked out of the library
recently, you may have noticed a
computer just to the right of the main
enterance. If you didn't know what it is
you probably just kept on walking. But,
that computer is there for all students to
take advantage of. It is the Wilsondisc,
and it provides a guide and efficient way
for people to look at periodical literature.

simple subject research. All that one has
to do is type in the name of a subject and
the terminal displays all articles
available.
Wilsearch on the other hand allows
you to combine subjects. For example,
you could type in the subject of
depression and the subject of teenagers
and the computer would list articles
dealing with depression among teenagers.
Wilsearch can also locate articles on a
certain subject by authors, journal

Wilsondisc is the latest version of a
computerized reference system to show up in
Collins Memorial Library.
Manufactured by the Wilson Company
of New York, it was given to the
Collins Memorial Library for a
three-month trial period free of charge. It
is the reader's guide to periodical
literature on compact disc, and at the
moment covers 182 U.S. magazines
from January 1983 to June 1987. There
are over 250,000 citations on the disc
already. If UPS decides to subscribe it
would get quarterly updates added on.
"It's a fairly simple system to use,"
said librarian Lorraine Riciggliano, who
added that of the four search modes, only
two are available at this time.
The two available are Browse Search
and Wilsearch. Browse Search is for

names, or titles.
When you look up a subject on
Wilsondisc it will list the most recent
articles first, and includes author names,
journal title, article title, date, volume,
page number, and subjects covered
within the piece.
Ricigliano says that if there is enough
support among the students for the
system, the library will try to get the
$5000 it would cost to keep the reference
station around.
The response has been favorable so far
according to Ricigliano. She encourages
students to add their input by filling out
a questionaire which can be found next to
the computer terminal.

Fall, 1987 - Senate Elections
Timetable
Tuesday, Sept. 29

General Senate Information Meeting,
8-9 p.m., Union boardroom
To clarify and describe the senate duties.

Thursday, Oct. 1

Sign-ups open at 8:30 a.m.

Wednesday, Oct. 7

Sign-ups close at 4:30 p.m.
4:30 p.m. mandatory candidates meeting
Transcript release form due

Thursday, Oct. 15

Primary election (if necessary)
Videotaping/Press Conference

Wednesday, Oct. 21

Open Forum, Great Hall, 7:30-9 p.m.

Thursday, Oct. 22

FINAL ELECTIONS
Polls open from 8:30 a.m. - 6 p.m.
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UPS vs. PLU: Attitudes vary on sex, drugs
By Caitlin J. Moughon
UPS and PLU. We all know the
major differences. One's pretty. One's
not. One's got greeks, one doesn't. One
has fountains, one doesn't. One has
alcohol, one doesn't. One doesn't have
expensive media equipment, one does.
One has a better football team.
But what about those little surface
things? Oh, things like attitudes, the
students. Are they as different? The
Trail wanted to find out, so we asked
around.
In interviews with eight students at
both schools this week, I conducted
random ("excuse me, could you spare 5
minutes in the name of journalism?")
surveys of general student attitudes
toward various issues.
This survey does not pretend to be
scientific, accurate, or even truly
revealing. Yes, it's just for fun.
Take my comments for what they're
worth.

Marriage and family

Religion

Q: How religious are you?
One Lute described herself as "very
religious." Five said they were
moderately religious, and two said
"agnostic."
No UPSers were very religious, but 6
were moderately religious. UPS equalled
PLU in its agnostic contingency.
UPS is so homogenous. But hey, at
least were not religious zealots.
Q: Is religion an important part of
your life?
Religion was an important part of 3
Lutes lives, somewhat important to 3,
and not important to 2.
Three Loggers said religion was
important in their lives, and five said it
wasn't. None claimed "somewhat
important."
Ditto on my last point.

drugs, four occasionally use marijuana,
and one uses it daily.
Six (twice as many as PLU) UPS
students said they never used any drugs
other than alcohol. One uses marijuana
occasionally, and one didn't answer.
Yeah right. No other drugs.
Q: Do you see more drugs at your
college than at your high school?
Seven Lutes said PLU has less drugs
than their high schools, while one
replied "more."
However, one person (a senior)
interviewed at PLU said that "there's a
lot more here [PLU] than people would
like to believe ... but there's no way in
hell they'd admit it."
But hell is where they just might go,
yes?
Five UPSers said there were more
drugs at their high schools, while three
felt UPS had more drugs floating around.
I want to know where they went to
high school.

Sex and birth control
.

111 110.4.
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PLU responded with 2 five years, two
five to ten years, and four ten years.
UPS students gave 1 five year response,
5 ten year responses, one fifteen years,
and one "hell, I don't know."
I knew men and women at UPS were
just a wee bit commitment shy.
Q: Where do you expect you'll meet
your spouse?

Q: Would you approve of having
condom dispensers around campus
(in the restrooms)?

Larry Naylor and Jerry Olsen of PLU take their interview very seriously.

Alcohol anal other
drugs

Q: How many, if any, children do
you expect you'll have?
Four Lutes said 2 kids, one each
replied zero and one, and 2 answered 3
kids. UPS students were more spread on
the issue, with two each saying none,
two and three children. One and four
children both got one supporter.
That gives PLU 15 kids and UPS 10.
Wonder who'll have the better football
team in 25 years.

UPS males were much like Lute men.
Three replied that the pill was their
favorite method, while one said whatever
was best. Loggerettes were divided, with
one vote each going to the pill,
condoms, diaphragm, and sponge.
Although this was "preferred" method,
I was so relieved to hear that men are
finally taking an active role in birth
control.

I also split these answers into sex
categories, just for fun.
All four Lute men said no to
dispensers. As one commented, "it
might be a good little business for
someone," although his friend added that
"it's like beer, you can come up with it
on your own."
All four PLU females would approve
of having the little machines around.
UPS responses were even. Three men
and three women approved of the
dispensers, and one each did not. A UPS
female, who replied no, explained that

Q: Do you expect to be married in the
next 5, 10 or 15 years?

Four PLUers think they'll meet their
spouse (at least possibly) at college, one
expects to be mated on the job, and 3
just don't know.
Loggers plan to mix work and
pleasure, as four think they'll pair up in
their occupation. Two will wed fellow
Loggers, and two don't know.
Looks like Boeing is going to be
supporting quite a few double income
families.

the girl to be on the pill. The females,
funny thing, were less decided, as one
each would or does use a condom, the
pill, a diaphragm, or "whatever worked
best in the situation."

Q: How often, if at all, do you drink?
Fifty percent of the Lutes interviewed
(four) drink twice weekly, although one
claimed 'four times last week." Two
never drink, one drinks every couple of
weeks, and one every couple of months.
Loggers had three twice weekly
drinkers, 2 once a week drinkers, one
once-a-month drinker, and 2 "oh, once
every few months" drinkers.
Incidentally, I think I only interviewed
two greeks. You decide.
Q: What other drugs do you use and
how often?
No one claimed to use any drugs apart
from alcohol and marijuana, although
one UPS student did not answer the drug
question.
Three PLU students never use other

Q: Do you approve of pre-marital
sex?
Six PLU students approve of p.m.
(not nighttime) sex, one does in certain
situations (such as when love is
involved), and one absolutely does not.
One girl commented, "not every night
with a different person."
At UPS, p.m. sex was given the
thumbs up absolutely by 5 students,
while three said it was o.k. in certain
situations. No one disapproved.
At least no one's left out at UPS.
Q: Would you or do you use birth
control?
Every respondent at both schools
claimed use of or intent to use birth
control. Hmm, I guess no one ever gets
pregnant at either school.
Q: What method of birth control do
you or would you prefer to use?
For this question, I split the responses
into male and female categories.
Interestingly enough, all four PLU
males said their preferred method was for

David Campbell contemplates
questions in the Union.

"that's tacky."
Better put the gadgets in the women's
room.

see
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An epic in transferring:

Wheatfields to swamplands
By Tracy Holt
Pullman, Washington? Where the
hell's that? Found in Southeast
Washington, Pullman's a tiny city and
the home of the Washington State
Cougars. It's clear across the state from
Tacoma and the Loggers.
But geography's not the only
difference I've found between the two
schools. Being a new transfer student
from Washington State has been quite an
adjustment. In some ways, the schools
are complete opposites. The major
differences I've noticed are the school
system itself, the attitudes of the
students and faculty, and the social life.
First of all, state-supported WSU is a
big school in a very small city. UPS is
a small school in a big city. There are
16,000 full time students enrolled at
WSU and approximately 1450 full time
faculty members, which gives WSU a
student-faculty ratio of 1:14.
In contrast, UPS has 2750 full time
students and about 200 full time faculty
members. But the ratio of faculty to
students is about the same, at 1:14.
As I walked into class on that first
Tuesday, the size difference was quite a
shock. "Where are all the students?" I
asked no one in particular. I've been
used to class sizes of at least 150
students. Classes were usually held in
auditoriums or huge lecture halls
containing up to 300 students.
Professors lectured with one or two large
overhead projectors.
But at UPS the average class size is
around 15, which gives it a totally
different academic atmosphere. For one
thing, I can actually see and hear my
professors up close, instead of trying to
listen to a doll-sized figure. It's also
easier to ask questions and get some
special attention, which is so different
for me that I'm still not used to it.
School itself, I've found, is a lot
harder. I actually have to be completely
awake and paying full attention to the
lecture every second during class.
Cougars can buy Lecture Notes. These
are copies of every word spoken in class.
Most 100- and 200-level courses have
Lecture Notes available, which made
sleeping in a much more frequent
activity.
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into school as well. They are excited
about their subjects and make lectures
appealing to students, encouraging them
to learn.
WSU's campus is another big
difference. It's huge in comparison to
UPS. It stretches across 415 acres plus
an additional 5000 acres of farmland.
UPS has 72 acres and only farms
swamps. The walk across campus is
much easier on those exhausting Monday
mornings here than at Washington State.
The social side of WSU varies quite a
lot from that of UPS. The greek system
is much larger, with 13 sororities and
over 20 fraternities. UPS has 6 of each.

• PROSITO •
ITALIAN CUISINE

Wake up and
smell the sauce!
2 for 1 call! Po n

Buy one dinner for the
regular price and
get the second dinner
free
Up to $7.95 value. Not valid Friday or Saturday
Expires 10/31/87

The differences I've noticed between
Greek life here and there is that most of
the houses here are very competitive.
You don't see two sororities being best
buds much of the time, probably because
of the small size of the system. At
WSU, all of the houses tend to interact
and combine into one.
Relations between greeks and
independents are fairly similar, however.
It seems to me that they are pretty good
at both schools.
The weirdest thing about WSU is that
when you walk into a party, no one is
dancing. Everyone just hangs out,
drinking and chatting. Here, it's the
best, people dance up a storm; it's a lot
more fun. Dancing breaks the ice and
puts people in a great mood.
I have to admit that I miss a lot of my
friends at WSU and those Lecture Notes.
But I love this school 100% more for its
friendly people, serious academic life,
dancing social life, and of course, not
being surrounded by cowboy boots and
wheat fields!

This weekend only
Friday and Saturday
September 25 and 26
Reggae with "Psycotazia"
Coming next weekend
the Northwest's finest
Latin/salsa group

Bochinche
Open Monday-Saturday at 11:00 AM
Sunday at 3:00 PM
Serving delicious lunches and dinners
Prosito Italian Cuisine
3829 6th Avenue, Tacoma
752-0676
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UPS/PLU from 5

Everyone had a different idea on this
one.

PLU

Q: Do you think AIDS victims have
the same rights as other people?
Lutes and Loggers lined up pretty well
on this one. Five PLUers said yes,
while three said rights were the same as
long as they didn't harm others. Six
Loggers agreed to the same rights, with
two adding the "no harm to others"
stipulation.
Q: Do you think AIDS victims are
being punished for being gay or
using intravenous drugs?
Only one Lute and one Logger said
AIDS victims are being punished by
God. Another UPSer added that it's like
punishment in that they are being
"singled out."
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Third World awareness
Nuclear waste
The fall of industrial civilization in
the next 50 years
Economy
Nuclear weapons
The declining morality of the country
Recognizing that we are not the only
people in this world
Economic system, two votes
Greed and self-centeredness
Taking care of our own people before
we take care of others
Middle East
Public political ignorance
No one trusts each other
Nuclear obsession
No wonder we have trouble agreeing
on what action to take.

Two UPS students were positive
about PLU, one was negative and five
were neutral. Comments:
"I like the religious atmosphere at
PLU."
"I wouldn't want to go there. I hear
it's obnoxiously religious, boring and
"There are a lot of hypocritical
fundamental Christians over there."
They think we're ok, we don't really
like them. We're either prejudiced or
have been beat in football two of the last
three years. Or both.

Q: Where do you get your pizza?
Pizza Answer won at both schools,
with five of eight responses. The Cellar
got the other three at UPS, while
Domino's got one vote and others got
two.
The true uniting factor-now if we
could only introduce Pizza Answer to the
Russians.
(KfP

coolst))

IPolltics
Q: What's your favorite beer, if you
drink it?

PLU had two Democrats, one
Republican, 1 Moderate, 1 Liberal, and
three don't know's. One Lute female
described herself as a "left wing radical
bra burner."
UPS had no Democrats, one
Republican, two Conservatives, three
Liberals, and two undefineds.
Guess the Young Republicans do a
little better here.

FLU
Corona "but it's so trendy."
Killian's Red
Heineken Dark
Weinhard's Ale (you'd never guess
the author's favorite, would you?)

Q: What do you think about Ronald
Reagan?
The rivals stood together in their
distaste for Reagan. Six at PLU didn't
like him or thought he could do a better
job, and seven Loggers agreed. One at
each school was a Ron fan, and one Lute
just didn't care.
How did Reagan get elected, for God's
sake?
Q: What do you think is America's
most prevalent problem today?

Foster's Lager

Julie Davis of UPS speaks out

The

.

school

Q: What do you think of UPS/PLU?
Four Lutes gave UPS the thumbs up,
while four were neutral, with two of
them leaning to the negative side. Some
Lute comments about UPS:
"It's a little wealthier and less
religious."
"Probably tends to party a little
more."
"About the same as PLU."
"The greek system tends to separate
the campus."
"A good school; I almost went there."

Q: What do you think are the best and
worst things about your school?

PLU
Best:
education, two votes
small size
academic reputation, two votes
religious interest
Christian fellowship
can say what I think and not get
shunned
Worst:
administrative "bullshit"
no alcohol
closed minded little world, two
votes
food, two votes
lots of hypocritical fundamental
Christians
"There's a thing called the Lutedome,
it's a state of mind," said one PLUer. He
said that its isolated and too easy to get
too involved in your own little world.

UPS
Michelob, two votes
Stroh's
Coors, two votes
Henry's
Foster's Lager
Henry's Dark

Golds and money
Q: What do you plan to do after
college?
Six Lutes plan to go to grad school
eventually, if not right away, while half
that many Loggers say they will. Five
UPSers will go right to jobs and will be
accompanied by two Lutes.
UPSers can smell that money already.

ENGINE HOUSE NO. 9
611 NORTH PINE STREET

28 Draught Beers
Select Bottled Beer and Wine
Outstanding Food

This question was forgotten in a few
Lute interviews, so the numbers are
skewed. Pardon moi.
Two Lutes are going for the big
bucks, while four would be happy with
enough to be comfy. "I like money,"
commented one PLUer.
Four Loggers would be pleased with
comfy, two say money is a definite
priority, and two say it is not.
Must not be a priority when you shell
out $12,000 a year for school.

The schools

Pizza

Beer

Q: How would you describe yourself
politically?

Q: Is making a lot of money a big
priority in your life?

LirKtCaht
Atli?
iD)CtIgh
for your lifestyle
3109 6t h Ave. Next to 7-11
on 6t h and Alder
Call 752-5517

Lute Jeannie Johnson.

UPS
Best:
academics, three votes
livable atmosphere
people
small size, two votes
good study atmosphere
Worst:
greek system
too much partying
administrative red tape, two votes
expense
not a close-knit campus
lack of spirit, hostility toward the
university
don't know
Well, there you have it. Everything
there is to know about UPS and PLU.
Draw your own conclusions. Lord
knows I wouldn't draw them for you.

Photos and general assistance
by Shauna Shipley
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A labor of love of music
By Lea Anne Bantsari

Music. It's a language all its own.
Wafting across Karlen Quad, the
vocalist's warm-up scales and
arpeggios, the flute etude, the
beginnings of the Bruch violin
•010
concerto and the musical
NJ
conversation of the brass quintet
portray much more than a jumble of
notes. These sounds communicate
a meaning, an emotion, a feeling. For
students involved in the School of
Music, however, these sounds— this
communication—
represent years of
'► p
hard work, dedication and
commitment.
There are currently 59 students at
the University of Puget Sound
working toward a Bachelor of Arts
degree in Music, or a Bachelor of
Music degree emphasizing
performance, music education,
music business, or church music.
Music education major Scott
Pierson feels his focus of study will
allow h,rn to share his love of serious
music wqh younger people. "I love it
enough to want to do it all the time, "
he said. "I like teaching."
For vocal performance major
Rachel Coloff, singing fulfills a need.
"I perform because I have a real need
to express myself physically and
emotionally," Coloff said. "Actually, I
like rehearsing better than I actually
like performing. I have a recital this
Saturday and I know that an hour
before I go on I'm going to be asking
myself, 'Why am I doing this? How did
its IMP
its

113

4r1

I get myself into this?"'
Coloff has been involved in several
activities within the School of Music,
including Adelphians, University
Orchestra, musical theatre, and the
16-piece Madrigals. "Madrigals has
been one of the best musical
experiences I've had here," she said.
Pierson plays trumpet in the Puget
Sound Wind Ensemble, Jazz Band,
and University Orchestra. He also
studies trumpet privately, performs in
a brass quintet, and plays in the
Tacoma Concert Band and the
Tacoma Symphony when they need
another player. As a part of the
education program, he taught in the
public schools for a couple weeks.
"I conducted the University Band
last winter," said Pierson. "it was a
great opportunity."
Pierson has also conducted the
Wind Ensemble in spring pops
concerts, and for the past two years
he has served as conductor and
coordinator for the Pep Band.
"It's a marvelous experience. I
can't imagine where I'd get better
experience to go out and do a high
school band because I'm virtually
administrating my own band here,"
said Pierson.
"It's hard work to be a music major
because you've got performing
groups that you have to be in, and
those take up a lot of time," Coloff
said. "You have to be very
dedicated."
According to Coloff, "The
Christmas season is always a

stressful time for vocalists that are in
Madrigals as well as Adelphians. It's
something that while you're doing it
you're stressed out, but when you
look back on it you think, 'Gee, that
was a nice concert. The music education program is
very thorough. "We have a lot of
classes to take," said Pierson. Music
education majors must study music
theory, music history, conducting,
and technique courses which
provide students with an elementary
knowledge of all band and orchestral
instruments. Education classes are
also required. Theory and history

classes take a lot
"It's a full day,'
have to practice
have to practice
easily an eight-t
school doing sc
you go home an
Both Pierson a
music majors mu
schedules in ord
degree in four y
everything in,"
got to plan practi
years."
"You have on
your core requi

Kessler composes an original T
By Amy Driskell

Imagine composing the entire
musical score for the production of a
well-known play. Not an everyday
occurrence in the life of the typical
UPS student.
But Stan Kessler, perhaps not
your typical UPS student, is doing
exactly this. "It sounds imposing, but
it's not like writing for a movie of
anything," said Kessler. Don't play it
down too much. Kessler is
composing an original score for the
Theatre Department's fall production
of Anton Chekov's play Three
Sisters.
Last year Kessler and his friend
Bob Kingston worked with John
Lutterbie and a theatre class on a
production that "bordered on
performance art." This year,
Lutterbie, a professor in the
Communication & Theatre Arts
Department and director of Three
Sisters, ran into Kessler in the library
and asked him if he'd like to write for

the fall play.
Three Sisters is Kessler's first shot
at composing on a grand scale. "The
music that I'm writing would probably
stand by itself. You won't hear it and
immediately think Three Sisters."
iessler has decided not to attempt
to capture the essence of Chekov's
play in his score; the play is not
directly reflected in the music. "It
would be presumptuous, and quite a
lofty undertaking.
"For me, a lot of this is
experimental, not so much the kind
of music, but the technicality."
Kessler is working on a double major
in Religion and Music. He has been
involved in music off and on
sporadically since the first grade,
particularly with the piano. "I've found
that the piano isn't the instrument I'm
drawn to perform on, but it's part of
my technique for composing.
"I do have an interest in jazz piano.
A lot of my writing springs out of what
I've learned about jazz on the piano.
Jazz chords are rich and thick, and I
can get away from depending on the
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The University Orchestra
practices under the
direction of Edward
Sefarian.
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Scott Pierson— Pep
Band conductor,
trumpet player,
music ed.
major.

performance facilities around here
are really lacking. The School of
Music needs another performance
facility."

ed. that you can take in four years,"
added Pierson.
When asked how he felt about
student response and support of the
music department's activities Pierson
replied, "It could be better. It could
always be better. There's always
some interest in it, but it isn't always
packed. The major performing
groups are among the best in the
state. I don't think a lot of the student
body realize how highly respected
those groups are."
Coloff said, "As far as the concerts
have gone, the turn-out has been
okay, they could use more. The

of time, said Coloff.
' said Pierson. "We
for our lessons; we
for our groups. It's
ten-hour day just at
ool stuff. And then
I do homework."
nd Coloff agree that
st carefully plan their
er to complete their
ars. "It's tricky to fit
Coloff, "you've
;ally your whole four
elective outside of
ements and music

Pierson noted however that
enthusiasm for the Pep Band is
growing. "Student interest is trying to
be rallied, especially for the noon
recitals," he said.
What's it like to be a music major?
"We're just busy," said Pierson.
"But, I have a great time. And I
wouldn't give it up."
Said Coloff, "There comes a
certain point during a performance,

when you're over the nerves, and
you're really giving your best work.
It's just getting to that point--the hard
work. Once you get to that point, it's
really great. That's what it's all
about--when everything comes
together: the words, the music, the
emotion. It all comes together and
you don't have to think about it.
You're in control of the musical
situation. That's when I'm glad Tni
performing."

Photos by David Harlan

hive Sisters
Jazz offers me a vocabulary to
s part of 'my style,' whatever
;." The intrumentation is not
etely worked out yet. "Right
m just writing. From there, I can
mposing is r_,.nmething I've
it about a lot, but doing it is
hing else. For me, it's a way of
igating the possibilities that an
tunity like this offers. It's the
tunity to put some things
,er , and draw certain threads
ler. I don't know exactly what
head. It emerges as it goes
,Things happen, and I try to let
nappen."
sler credits his brother as
instrumental in helping with his
"We're friends who happen to
others. I love to think—my
r has said, that's fine but you
the music. He said, 'it's the
ice of the mystery, not the just
stract mystery..." Kessler said
Dther is more of a poet— "his
tge is words.
his something I'd like to do? I

ky)

enjoy playing music, writing music,
thinking about music."
The amount of time Kessler has to
spend working on the Three Sisters
score depends on how much time
his course load demands. "It's do
your homework or do what you want
to do. That's unfortunate and that's
what bothers me about the
curriculum. Opportunities like this
could be included.
' The volunteer element is nice,
but it is costly in time. All the way
around things get left undone.
"For me, the writing of the music is
on the surface a very practical, almost
publicity sort of thing; on another
level it's 'naming and making the
world,' to quote my brother.
"It's not just music and there it is.
There's another dimension to it that
I'd refer to vaguely as 'the spiritual.'
Because music isn't something you
can pin down into concrete terms. It's
a way to feel the unfeel-able."

Rachel Coloff— senior, soprano, and voice performance major.

All photos by David Harlan
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Relief from the norm
By Charley Whiton

Wow. The title of this movie is how I
would spell, or how I would name,
relief. Relief from the overwhelming
biggest budget contests and pompus
egoistic actors competing for Academy
Awards. Thank you, European
filmmakers, for giving us variety of
entertainment.
The exploitation of sex, violence,
beauty, and extreme wealth have beat
people to death for years. I even caught

myself expecting these things. It brought
relief to be surprised and expanded by a
movie. This is a funny movie.
Rita (Siobahan Finneran) and Sue
(Michelle Holmes), two Bradford,
Scotland teenagers, babysit for Bob and
Michelle (George Costigan and Lesley
Sharp). The girls are impressed by Bob's
good looks, and the suburban neatness in
which he lives.
When he makes a detour while driving
them home, they are more than ready to
fall in with his suggestions of sexual
adventures. Their three-way relationship
is a riot, but parents and nose-poking
neighbors are quick to point the finger,
bringing the affair out into the open.
This movie is not entirely comic.
There is a serious level to the friendships
and confrontations that occur.
Rita, Sue and Bob Too by Orion
Pictures and directed by Alan Clarke will
show you how people make movies for
entertainment as well as their enjoyment.
There are no dollar signs flashing here.
One of the first impressions of a
foreign film was Kiss of the Spider
Woman. William Hurt was paid nothing
for this movie, and coincidentally was
awarded best actor. My opportunities
have been limited to see other foreign
films, so the ones I've seen I feel I've
been blessed with.

Tacoma Art Museum

Picasso's linocut years

Now a warning: because it's European
the sex is a bit explicit. This is not a
first date movie or a movie to take Mom
and Dad to. The language is extreme, and
so are some scenes.
Be ready to blush, laugh, and be
surprised.

By Shauna Shipley

Picasso created his first linoleum cut
in 1939 for a publication
commemorating the martyrs of
Czechoslavakia. Most of his linoleum
work, however, was done in the 1960's
while he lived in seclusion with his
second wife, Jacqueline, in France. It is
from this later work that the Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Kramer Collection, now on
display at the Tacoma Art Museum, is
comprised.
Like a woodcut, a linoleum cut is a
reductive form of relief carving. A
linoblock, though, offers a firm,
non-grainy surface that can be incised
with delicate lines.
As soon as Picasso grasped this
medium he began to experiment. Instead
of using a separate sheet for each color,
he worked with only one, and as a result,
his final product shows all stages of
production.
The museum has 71 prints on
exhibition from now until November
first. These range from his posters that
publicize the bullfights and ceramic
crafts of Vallauris to nudes, musicians
and still lifes.
The posters tend to be simplistic,
employing bright primary colors,
straight lines and circles. Whereas, the
later block prints, like "Portrait of a
Lady, after Lucas Cranach," are more
stylized and complex.

As William S. Lieberman, Chairman
of the Department of Twentieth Century
Art remarks in his 1985 catalogue
raisonno Picasso: Linoleum Cuts:
"Picasso's linoleum cuts constitute an
isolated but complete chapter within his
graphic oeuvre. His focus on linocut
came late in his life, and initially his
response was casual. Nevertheless, as
his involvement increased, it became
obsessive and eventually exhausting."

TA
WOLFF SYSTEM TANNING

HAIR BY JULIE
featuring cuts
for students
4607 N. 28th
752-3951
Bring in coupon for 10% savings

CIPOR`TOWIkIR UNILHATTSEID
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TOP OUALITY
NAME BRANDS

*10 brand new Wolff
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*$5 off regular price of
packages for U.P.S
students
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This Week In Sports

STRIKE ONE: The other Seattle sports team was in the news last week. Despite
not being able to field a pennant-contending team, the Seattle Mariners still generate
headlines. Last week, they fired their director of player development, Bill Haywood.
Was his termination possibly due to an unintended racial comment? Mariners'
President Chuck Armstrong wouldn't go into the circumstances, but he did deny the
rumors that the comments and the termination were related. The whole incident
started when Haywood was asked by a speaking group to respond to Major League
Baseball's promise to promote blacks for front office jobs. "I told my wife to get
burnt cork, because I 'm probably going to have to wear blackface from here on out."
Well, you decide...
STRIKE TWO: Who says that there isn't a close relationship between politics and
sports? The Olympic issue isn't settled yet. With the '88 Summer Olympics less
than a year away, the International Olympic Committee still is having problems
with the South Korean site. Recently, North Korea requested that at least five of the
events be held in that country since it is Korea. Despite the plea, the IOC sent out
invitations to 167 nations last week. IOC President Juan Antonio Samaranch plans
to meet with Mikhail Gorbachev in the hopes that the Soviet leader could exert some
influence over the North Koreans.
STRIKE THREE: Many people realize that years of dedication are required to
become an athlete of Olympic calibre. The fact of the matter is that there are other
extreme sacrifices which test the will of the committed athlete. An excellent
illustration of this is a comment by figure skater Brian Boitano, who will probably
be the gold medal favorite for the '88 Olympics in Calgary. "When I was at Sarajevo
in '84, the food in the cafeteria was awful, everything just covered with grease. I
could hardly eat any of it, and I mainly lived on cookies for two weeks."
And you thought that SUB food was bade..
Mike Fassler

Women kickers roll to victories
By Mike Fassler
The UPS women's soccer team played
inning soccer against top competition
t the Chico State Tournament last
cekend.
The final tally of two wins, a tie, and
ne loss left the kickers ranked sixth in
AIA national ratings.
With goalkeeper Teresa Mcllnay
roviding a shutout, the Loggersstuck it
ut for a 1-0 victory over host Chico
tate. The UPS team then proceeded to

roll over the University of San Francisco
Dons with a 4-2 victory.
However, the Lady Loggers were
brought to earth in a heart-breaking 2-1
loss to Western Washington. The
Loggers held a 1-0 lead until the 80th
minute of the game. The Vikings then
came up with two goals to ensure
victory.
UPS then finished a long weekend in
good form by playing the University of
Portland to a 1-1 tie.

Intramurals Update
Women's Flag Football

W

L

Coed Soccer

W

LT

Gamma Phighters
Crush
A-Phi Power

1
1
0

0
1
1

1
1

00
0 0
0 1

Men's Flag Football

W

L

Sigma Nu/ Gamma Phi
Trivial Pursuit
Harrington
Dynamo A/L
Sore Shins
Tappa Kegga Oly

Cave Dwellers
Tap Hits
Slugbusters
Legal Beagles
Squeeky V's
Jock Itch
Good Night Irene
Gumby and Pokey
Ruffo's Raider's
K-Sig
Keg Busters

2
2
2
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
1
1
1
2
2
2
2

Women's Soccer

W

L

Legal Eagles
Banana Slugs
Hi Rollers

1
0
0

0
1
0

0
0
0

1

1

0

0 0
1 0

Men's Soccer -Wednesday

W

L

Woogies
Sleep and Eats
Todd II
Juicyfruits
Sit Ubu Sit
Dynamo A/L

1
I
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

Men's Soccer -Monday

W

LT

Spotted Balls
Wombats
Tool o''Thunder
Kickthrob
F.C.U.K.
Chodes

1
1
1

0

0
0
0

1
I

01
01

September 24 - October 1:
SAT-SUN: Volleyball at Simon Fraser Tourney
SAT:
Women's Soccer vs. UBC
SAT:
Football vs. Western Washington
SAT:
Men's Soccer vs. Gonzaga
Men's Soccer vs. Whitworth
SUN:

Away All Day
Away
Noon
HOME 1:30pm
Away
Noon
Away
Noon

MEN'S SOCCER NEWS
The UPS men's soccer team is currently 4-2-2 after splitting matches last week.
Pacific University proved a formidable opponent as the Loggers snared a 3-2 victory.
Playing strong, Kirk Running, Bill Penthick, and Brad Ward lead the way with a
goal a piece. On Sunday, their luck changed against Simon Fraser as the Loggers
were hit with an 8-0 defeat. The Loggers managed to get only four shots on goal.
CROSSCOUNTRY UPDATE
The men's and women's teams opened up the season in Eugene, Oregon at the
Garrie Franklin Classic. Showing some impressive times, the women were led by
sophomore Andrea Perry who finished in 19:58.5. Other contributers were Ann
Grande at 20:32.0, Karen Cammack at 20:38.9, and senior Lisa Garnett at 20:46.3.
For the men, Mat Grant proved to be a force in finishing in 35:08.4. Teammate
Mike Morse was not far behind at 35:21.3 for the UPS men finishing in 21st
position.

Lady Loggers outlast
stubborn Viking squad
By Jodi Coleman
After a long and grueling
two-and-a-half hour match, the Lady
Loggers volleyball squad was victorious
over the Seattle Pacific University
Falcons Tuesday night in the UPS
Fieldhouse.
In the first game of action, the
Falcons jumped to a quick lead, which
they proceeded to maintain throughout
the entire game.
Senior captain Cathy Flick was her
usual superb self starting with three aces
and two inspiring kills for the Loggers'
cause. Still the Loggers ended up short
by a 10-15 margin. The Falcons' starting
middle blocker Rae O'Brien played a key
role in the SPU lead with three aces of
her own.
The second game proved to be very
exciting for all in attendance at the
match. With several excellent plays from
Flick, Tracy Taylor, Leann Amstutz, and

Michelle Gentry, the Loggers went up
14-5 over SPU. The Falcons then came
up with nine unanswered points. After a
number of side-outs, UPS emerged with
a 17-15 victory in game two.
Key plays from Flick, Amstutz,
Gentry, and juniors Lise Waring and
Teresa Kosai allowed the Lady Loggers
to grab a 15-5 victory.
The SPU Falcons Again fought back
hard in the fourth game. Sophomore
Janelle Johnson and freshman Jill Fox
each contributed an ace, but the Loggers
were again set back, 10-15.
In the deciding game, the UPS squad
played as the well-disciplined unit that
they are in putting away SPU 15-9. In
this game, Cathy Flick again displayed
her stuff with an incredible six kills.
The Lady Loggers' next volleyball
action will be September 29 against
Western in Bellingham. On October 1,
they return home to meet Simon Fraser
University at 7:30pm.

Wallace Pool Schedule
LAP SWIMMING
Noon to 2:00pm: M - T - W - Th - F
W
F Su
7:30 to 8:30pm: M
T
Th
6:30 to 8:30pm:
Sa
7:00 to 8:30pm:
RECREATIONAL/LAP SWIMMING
8:00 to 10:00am:

T

Th

RECREATIONAL SWIMMING
8:30 TO 9:50pm: M - T - W - Th - F - Sa - Su
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Lutes sunk 24By Scott Minix

Before a crowd of 9,120, the UPS Loggers dominated Pacific Lutheran
University by a score of 24-7 to lay an early claim to NAIA national poll
recognition at the Tacoma Dome last Thursday night.
The Lutes entered the "Battle of Tacoma" ranked third in the nation and
were considered heavy favorites based on their victories in the last two
meetings of these teams. The Loggers would hear nothing of that. With
their sights set high and emotions flowing, these football players went to
battle.
After a scoreless first quarter, the Loggers amuck first on a 7-yard run
by All-American Mike Oliphant. A few minutes later, quarterback Jon
Hansen hit Curt Marble for 34 yards. After that key pass, Oliphant struck
again on anoth 7-yard run for six points. Oliphant made his final
appearance in the end zone early in the third quarter on a 49-yard run from
scrimmage. After the Lutes woke up and scored late in the third quarter,
kicker Steve Lilleberg ended the scoring with a fourth quarter field goal.
Featuring Oliphant, the Logger offense racked up 374 yards, with 314
of them on the ground. Oliphant played a spectacular game in his final
Tacoma Dome appearance. He ended the evening with 171 yards rushing
and 3 touchdowns.
Though the offense was brilliant, it was the Logger "D" that swung the
game in the Loggers' favor. The defense, discounted due to its youth,
completely shut down the potent PLU offense.
Whenever the Lutes seemed to be threatening, the defense either came
up with the big play or forced a turnover. Russ Waterman, Troy
Schmedding, and Scott Minnix each came away with interceptions. Both
Minnix and Chris Scott had fumble recoveries for the Loggers.
Perhaps the story of the game was the play of Troy Schmedding.
Schmedding, a redshirt freshman playing in his first collegiate contest,
was a terror to the Lute offense. Besides his key interception, Troy had
two big sacks and a couple of sticks which helped to ignite the team.
For his outstanding play, Troy was named Flakey Jake's Player of the
Week. Even more impressive, the two Loggers shared honors for
Players of the Week for the Northern Columbia Football League.
Schmetting received the award for defense while Mike Oliphant was his
counterpart on offense.
This week, UPS faces a tough team in Western Washington. The
Vikings also won their opener with a 28-12 victory over Wilamette. "The
Vikings pose a great challenge for us," Coach Ross Hjelseth said. "They
are much like our football team. They are very physical and they try to
capitalize on the mistakes of their opponents."
This will be the first home game of the season for the Loggers. The
Loggers put an eight game win streak on the line this Saturday at 1:30 at
Baker Stadium.
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TEAM STATISTICS UPS PLU
14
1ST DOWNS Rush
2
Pass
Penalty 3

13
7
0

Total
19
20
RUSHING Plays 55 40
Gain 330 128
Loss 16 37
Net
314 128
TD 3 0
Yds/ga 314 128
Yds/p1 5.7 3.2
PASSING Attempts 5
30
Comp
3
17
Had Int 0
3
60
56.7
TD 0 1
Yards 50 184
Yds/p1 10 6.1
TOTAL OFF Plays 60 70
Yards 364 312
Yds/p1 6.1 4.5
PUNTING Num
4
4
Avg
30
32.5
MISC
Fum/lost2- 1
4-2
Pen/Yds3-25 5-39

WITH EXPRESS CHECKING,
THERE'S NO FEE FOR USING SEAFIRST
CASH MACHINES.
Express Checking' makes an excellent
introduction to student economics. It cuts the
cost of banking, but still gives you all the service
you need. All for a flat monthly fee of just $3?
You'll enjoy unlimited usage at more than 160
Seafirst Cash Machines across the state—with no
Cash Machine fees.
What's more, you can write seven free checks
a month. And there's no minimum balance requirement, so you don't have to worry about being

charged an extra fee if your balance takes an
unexpected dip.
And you can open your Express Checking
account with as little as $100.
Seafirst is also your student loan center,
offering college financing options that include
GSL, PLUS and SLS loans and CollegeLine7
For more information on Seafirst student
loans, give us a call at 1-800-542-6600 toll free.
*Oth•r fees, such as check ()Filers, using non-Seafirst cash machines and writing
overdrafts, may apply.

1 SEAFIRST
BANK
Expect excellence.''
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT

Not so Barry funny
By Shauna Shipley
Are cartoons supposed to be funny?
Maybe not. Lynda Barry's exhibition of
original ink on paper drawings at
Tacoma Art Museum are more cynical
than amusing.
Taking a child's point of view through
her narration, Barry comments on
society's failings. In Neighborhood Lady,
published in 1986, she demonstrates how
racism can spread from parents to
children in seemingly unrelated channels.
The dialogue is often humorous, as are
the characters themselves, but the
narration works as a shock effect,
making startling comments about the
social norms.
At first glimpse, Barry's cartoons
seem simplistic. Her straightforward use
of lines and her naivete work to show the
true satirical nature of her work.
Barry gets some of the subject matter
from her experiences growing up in a
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Seattle south end neighborhood. It was
there, at Franklin High School, that she
began to show aptitude for drawing.
Later, while studying art at the Evergreen
State College, Barry began publishing
her cartoon series, Ernie Pook's
Comeeks, in the Seattle Sun. Barry's
cartoons are now featured in over 25
newspapers nationally, as well as in
appearing in Esquire magazine.
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CAMPUS FILMS.
The Way We Were. Barbara Streisand and Robert Redford. HOT! What
a Romance. Fri. & Sat. 6, 8:30, & 11. Sun. 6 & 8:30. $1 w/ valid ID.

KITTREDGE ART GALLERY.
New Directions NW, contemporary Native American art. Tacoma
Printmakers, local artists. The Great Bronze Age of China,
photography exhibit. Kittredge Art Gallery.

Seattle critic Matthew Kangas says of
Barry's work: "It is an art which
addresses significant human universals
and, wondrous as it may seem, meets
esthetic challenges of the highest order,
too.

BROWN BAG SERIES.
String Quartet plays Beethoven. Boccherini Cello Sonata played by
Andy Gordon. Jacobsen Recital Hall. Thurday, October 1. NOON. FREE.

Compilations can be found in her four
books: Girls and Boys, Big Ideas, Naked
Ladies, Naked Ladies, Naked Ladies! and
Everything in the World. The displays in
the Tacoma Art Museum are drawings
from her upcoming book The Fun
House, which is being published by
Harper & Row.

'SENIOR MUSIC RECITAL.
Rachel Coloff—soprano with Sandra Bleiweiss, piano. See one of our
own in concert! The music of Vivaldi, Schubert, Schumann, Debussy,
Donizetti, Argento, and Obradors. Saturday, September 26, 8pm in
Jacobsen Recital Hall. Reception following.

You 60T A GOOD FEELING BY GOING TO
THEIR HOUSE AT FIRST, EXCEPT THEY

in the area

DIDN'T HAVE A TV. THEY NEVER
MINDED THAT WE PLAYED IN THEIR YARD
EVEN THOUGH SOME OF (AS WERE NOT
ALLOWED TO GO OVER THERE EVER.

'TACOMA ACTORS GUILD.

TIME 0DOAEVESNMPROR.T,
DAVENPORT
I
COM E HOME?

AMADEUS by Peter Shaeffer. The story of the confrontation between
Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart and Antonio Salieri. Runs Sept. 25 through
Oct. 17. Tickets $9.50-$16.50. Student Rush tickets $5 (on sale 30
minutes before performance). For ticket info call 272-2145.

5o'cLocH. wrist'?
MY DAD SA ID FOR vs TO
BE SURE TO GET OUR BUTTS
OUT OF HERE BEFORE THAT ,,
NIGGERO GETS
idi

HOME.

PACIFIC NORTHWEST BALLET.
THE SAD THING OF IT IS WHEN MRS.
DAVENPORT GOT CANCER AND COULD
HARDLY DO NOTHING WITH US ANYMORE .
MY FRIENDS MOM SAID SHE BROUGHT
T UPON HERSELF. ALL I II-Now IS THATS
WHEN MR. DAVENPORT GOT REAL
CRABBY WHEN WE TRIED TO COME
OVER AND ONCE HE EVEN RAN AND
CHASED LAS OFF WITH A BROOM AND
HE WAS SHOUTING AND CRYING AT THE
SAME TIME.
WE
o isP

A Midsummer Night's Dream. Oct. 7-10. Choreographed by George
Balanchine. Music by Felix Mendelssohn. Based on Shakespeare's play.
Tickets $9-$30. Tickets available at Ticketmaster outlets. For info call
272-6817.

SO THATS WHEN WE STAR-TED THROWING

FOLKS AT THEIR HOUSE.

TACOMA ART MUSEUMPicasso Linoleum Cuts: The Mr. & Mrs. Charles Kramer
Collection from the Metropolitan Museum in New York. Runs until Nov.
1 in the Helen Murray Gallery. Lynda Barry: Drawings from the Fun
House. Runs until Nov. 1 in the Baskin Gallery.

Do NortitN .

PANTAGES CENTRE.
The Peking Puppet Theatre at the Pantages Centre. Traditional
Chinese rod puppets. Great family entertainment. Saturday, September
26. 1:00pm and 4:00pm. Tickets are $7 adults/ $5 children. For ticket info
call 591-5894.

FREE
3

The

Way
We
Were
Robert Redford
Barbara Streisand

QUARTS
1 Item 1 6" Pizza
Plus 3 Quarts of Pop

ONLY
3602 Center Street & Union
North

627.8844
Tacoma. Univers.ry of Puget Sound
Oakland. ManatO. Wapato

$ 8.75

Extra Items Only $1.00
Phone

Campus Films
Mc006
Si w/ ID

Name
One Coupon Pe∎ P ■ zza
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Fri &Scrt6,8:30 & 11
Sun 6 & 8:30
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OUR STUDENT LOANS
MAKE THE GRADE.
GREAT
PRICE!

Two Medium Single Topping Pizzas $ 9 99
(Regular Crust) Additional Toppings (both pizzas) $1.39

Two Medium Combo Pizzas
$ 12 99
(pepperoni, sausage, Canadian bacon,
mushrooms and black olives)

Guaranteed Student Loans for graduates and
undergraduates. No interest payments until after graduation or withdrawal. Up to ten years to pay back at just
8% annual percentage rate! Payments as low as $50
per month.
Maximum loan amounts: $2,625 Freshmen/Sophomores
$4,000 Juniors/Seniors
$7,500 Graduate Students
Ask your school's financial aid office for an application and details. Or call the friend of the family at
(206) 464-4767. We're out to make your education more
affordable.

Free
Delivery
Good In-Store,
Take-Out, Delivery
LIMITED DELIVERY AREA

*This rate does not necessarily apply to students with existing loans.

Washington Mutual UP
The friend of the family

Was/union:on Mutual Savings Bank
Member FDIC

Washi on Mutual

Financial Group

Two great ways to cruise through the semester.
The hand on the left is poised on what could be the most essential part
of your education.
A Macintosh- computer.
And the hand on the right is gripping pure, simple, unadulterated fun.
A Honda Scooter. One we're giving away.
All you have to do for a chance to drive it away is visit your campus
computer center and fill out an entry form. While you're there, take a
Macintosh for a test drive.
Because Macintosh can help you write term papers, categorize
elements of the periodic table, plot the rise and fall of pork-belly
prices, compile computer code, and talk to other computers.
And the first 250 people on campus who get behind a mouse, so
to speak, will receive a free Apple® memo board.
So head over to your campus computer center today. And ask
about our Student Financing Program.
Who knows? You may soon find yourself cruising a little farther
than you expected.
•

t Test drive a Macintosh. You may ride away on a Honda Scooter.
Enter September 1 October 2
Microcomputer Center
Howarth Hall, Room 204

HONDA

•

The University of
et Sound

Certain restrictions apply; visit wur campus computer center for complete promotional details. One free Honda Elite - 50 Scooter will be awarded per participati g school; only registered students and faculty are eligible to win. Odds of winning vary depending
on size of school and number of contest entrants. No purchase necessary. ©198' Apple Computer, Inc. Apple and the Apple logo are registered trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc. Macintosh is a trademark of Apple Computer, Inc. Elite is a trademark of Honda
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OPINION

ASUPS suggestions
As we approach fall elections, it is important that we look back and
see what our fall senators have accomplished in their terms.
Mike Korch
Alan Nellick
Bryan Kean
Melisse Swartwood
Steve Lambert
Bill Millard
Lawrence Neville
Matt Bean
Of these eight (Bean replaced Neville late last spring), Korch, Kean,
Neville and Bean have performed their job admirably. They have been
praised for their liaison work. They have worked hard on various
projects throughout their term. They have each represented the students'
views and worked for the students' interests for almost a year.
Regardless of the quality work these four senators have done, the
remaining four have been far less impressive. It is very unfortunate,
however, that we must set these four apart.
ASUPS must find a way to prevent this from becoming (or
remaining) a chronic problem. The most obvious and effective medicine
for this ailing (and failing fast) system is an overhaul of the government
structure in the ASUPS constitution.
The Trail proposes the following changes:
The senate should be composed of at the most nine
senators. This would facilitate quicker action on many
issues, more assurance of election of quality senators
and easier identification of leaders by students.
All elections should take place in the spring. This
would allow students to become familiar with the
campus before they must make a voting decision.
Senators should be paid. This change might make an
otherwise thankless job worth more than the
experience.
Freshmen should not be allowed on senate. Three
semesters of college experience can make a world of
difference in the ability of a student to perform well as
a senator.

Let's point some fingers
While the members of the ASUPS Senate should be applauded for
their responsible actions in response to the unruly conduct of some
students at last Thursday's Puget Sound versus Pacific Lutheran
football game, their actions in no way excuse the acts of the
perpetrators.
At the Tuesday session of senate two members repeatedly pushed
for a formal apology from ASUPS to PLU and the Tacoma Dome as
well as the Tacoma Police Department, on the grounds that it would
carry out a purpose without any finger-pointing. This isn't right. Not
only should there be finger-pointing at the trouble-makers but there
should also be a responsibility on their part to follow the example of
ASUPS in apologizing to the offended parties.
If those groups that caused these actions in the sight of PLU, the
alumni, and the public at large, wish to become or remain an integral
and respected part of the campus community they must take
responsibility for their actions and assure ASUPS as well as their
peers that they will take whatever measures necessary to prevent future
mishaps. They should be forced to face the realities of the real world.
Sorry to say it folks, but life is not really one big party and someday
you have to grow up...
Rob Huff

The Trail
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By Chris M. Chapman

Goal number one...

The university ethos
Last week in this space I proposed four goals to guide this
university's continued explorations into improving student life.
The first one listed was "A stronger sense of identification with the
university. Whether you call it school spirit, or a university ethos,
it is needed." This brings about two questions that need to be
answered: What is a university ethos? and how does Puget Sound
go about getting one?
To begin, What is a university ethos? An ethos is not something
that is conceived by a few concerned individuals over coffee in the
president's living room and then declared to exist. It is the end
result of pride in an institution and all that it does. But even more it
stems from each individuals belief that they are a vital part of this
institution and that they are just as respsonsible as the next guy for
the pride taken by all in the university.
It is going to the Dome game and screaming your lungs out as
our team beats the Lutes of PLU, it is feeling good about yourself
and the role you are playing in this community of people we call
Puget Sound, is finding yourself missing Puget Sound if you're
away for awhile, it is proudly stating that you are attending the
University of Puget Sound in Tacoma Washington when Uncle
Harold asks what you are doing with your life.
Now how does a university in search of an ethos go about
getting one? Maybe one can be purchased at a department store, or
maybe at one of the shopping malls in the area, or maybe through
mail order, or maybe we can send people out to institutions that
have a large amount of school spirit to steal some of it for ourselves
(we could call these people "The Ethos Pirates" and erect a
monument to their courage). Maybe not.
The only way to acheive a strong sense of indentification with
the university is by making it worthy of such pride and the best
way to foster such pride is by continually developing the
cocurriculum through such goals as I mentioned in this space last
week. For the cocurricular focuses on people and what they do
outside the classroom. For when it comes right down to it that 's
what a universities ethos is really made of--people.

Letters to the editor policy
Letters to the Editor will be accepted from any member of the
community. Letters must be typewritten and include name and phone
number for verification purposes. Letters will be printed anonymously
at the author's request. The Trail reserves the right to excerpt letters
over 300 words in length.
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Letters to the Editor

Fundamentalists
not a cult group
After reading David Harlan's "Pot
Luck Editorial," I was quite disturbed by
his attack on "Fundamentalist
Christians" and "God and Prayer in
School."
First of all, I do not think that
Christian fundamentalists... "are the
most dangerous cult in American
society..." Why would they be
considered dangerous if they were not
rapidly growing, and the next question
should follow, why are they rapidly
growing? Is there a possibly of any
truth to what they teach?
From my limited experience I have
found that they do not try to limit one's
thoughts or questions; on the contrary
they encourage diverse thought and
questioning... Answers come to those
who search for them, or through
searching some conclusion must
inevitibly be reached.
As to not being able to face the
"vagaries of modern society" I also say
that many fundamentalists seem to have
done amazingly well in our materialistic
society with a strong system of values
still intact.
It's also interesting to note that while
many so-called "Christians" live in
luxury, some are forgotten for their
literal sacrifices of serving others. Of
course I realize it is easy to overlook
these exceptions also.
"How can people believe in a
personal, feeling god when so many
horrible things happen to good people?"
The God I believe in is also just and
righteous. How can we as mortal, sinful
beings even attempt to understand His
greater plan?
Overall, I considered his attack on
Christianity as unfair and provocative
statements which were thrown out
without much preparation. In the future
I hope to see commentaries which reflect
the quality of your paper.
Kathleen McColley

Editor insensitive
In response to an editorial on welfare
and unemployment in last week's
edition... I have to disagree. Heatedly.
Apparently, this editor has not had to
try to provide nutritional meals for four
people (three of them growing children)
on 46 cents per meal per person. I
seriously doubt that this editor has ever
been forced to choose between wearing
used clothing and going naked. It is also
doubtful that this editor has had to live
in poor neighborhoods where violence,
crime and sickness regularly occurs, has
had to suffer the humiliation and
degradation of being below the poverty
level, of going without dental care
because the rent has to be paid, has ever
had to sit for six hours in a welfare office
waiting to see someone because his
foodstamps were lost in the mail and his
cupboards were completely void of
groceries. Of course, this editor might
consider these things as 'living
comfortably'.
As for contributions to society, each
of us; as an individual, is a defining
element of society and we bring to it a

uniqueness all our own upon arrival into
the world. We support each other simply
by being members of this thing called a
society. Although there are those who
make abuses, condemnation of all by the
actions of a few comes from a cold,
insensitive heart.

L.O.C.

Fundmentalist's
ideas defended
I, like a lot of you, found it very hard
to read the Editor's Food for Thought in
last week's Trail without responses
emerging from my head.
I undeniably have to respond to Mr.
Harlan's impression on "Fundamental
Christians".
Contrary to popular belief,
Christianity is not a religion of dos and
don'ts. It is process of transformation and
day-to-day relationship with God through
Jesus Christ. True, this involves
obeying his teachings, but more
importantly, the Christian believes that
he wants to avoid certain activities, not
by following some checklist of forbidden
laws.
To criticize Christianity, or any
religion for that matter, is almost
pointless without first open--mindedly
studying it for ourselves. I find it ironic
that Mr. Harlan is perhaps subscribing to
the same close--mindedness about true
Christianity that he claims these
fundamental Christians are about the
world.
Blair W. Masenhimer

Editor potluck not
a full meal deal
In perusing last week's Trail we
happened by your editorial. It was
impossible, in this case, to let it go by
free of response. Basically, Dave, your
Food for Thought section has left us
nothing less than nauseous.
Though each section of your potluck
can be considered superficial analyses of
very complex issues, we believe that two
sections especially bastardized situations
that have very real effects on the living
standards of people. In this case, if
people took you seriously, it could cause
misunderstanding and belittlement of two
crucial social programs.
We're responding to these two;
however, if you'd like to have coffee
with the two of us in the SUB
sometime, we could give you some more
information about the other topics.
Affirmative Action..
Affirmative action is an attempt to
counteract a history of laws restricting
blacks from being successful in society.
There is no way to snap your fingers and
achieve colorblindness. Therefore
compensation is needed to bring their
opportunity and skill level up to a equal
level.
As for the education system, it
definitely needs to be revamped, but not
as a sole solution to the black issue.
There are equally educated Blacks that are
denied jobs on the basis of skin color.
Welfare & Unemployment..
Have you been holding back your
involvement in a nationwide study

charting the progress and subsequent
"worth" of welfare recipients?
If not, where do you find the power to
condemn poeple you've never met in
situations you've never had to contend
with?
It is not so much your condemnation
of the welfare system that turns our ears
red, but the condemnation of all welfare
recipients as contributing nothing to
society.
There have been men in history who
would judge the relative worth of entire
social groups. One such gem was Adolf
Hitler. We wouldn't want you to get
such a judgemental reputation.
Unemploment does offer a sustinence
wage and is offered for a strictly limited
period of time. You stated exactly the
opposite.
These issues do concern the lives of
real people and deserve more than your
few line responses. People have spent
years trying to figure out how these
problems can be dealt with; perhaps you
could consider a little of their research in
your analysis.
It's easy to stir controversy with
senational, short, witty quips; However,
it could be more constructive to give
sufficient arguments with your
off-the-cuff judgements. Otherwise it
may give the paper and you a distorted
image.
Shawn and Gail

Editorials weak
I would like to respond to editorials
that have appeared in the opinion section
of The Trail on September 10 and 17.
I know that I am not alone in saying
that the articles, "Help us oppose Bork"
and "Food for thought, a pot luck
editorial" were examples of poor
journalism on the part of The Trail and
its staff. Such unsupported statements
as "Bork...will let his values cloud his
decisions," "I say get out of the dark
ages, John Paul," and "Richard Nixon
was the best prsident this country has
ever had," to only name a few, reflect
superficial thought and yellow
journalism.
The opinions were inadequately
substantiated and phrased in ways that
distorted the truth.
I do not mind the publication of
differing opinions within The Trail, but
please be responsible in your journalism.
You have an obligation to represent
other UPS groups, so I urge you to
reflect a wider range of opinions in your
paper. After all, this publication is
funded by ASUPS, and should reflect the
whole student body.
Joel Kalvesmaki

Reporter chastized
This letter is in response to the article,
"Runners set for 87 season."
I would like to address the statements
made by Dan Johnson.
First of all, the mens cross country
team was not last at the district meet.
We beat Evergreen College. Sure we
only beat one team. However, if you
look at the teams we lost too, we were
not the misfits that we have been made
out to be. Four of the teams we lost to

were ranked in the top twenty in the
nation. I think I have dwelt enough on
the past.
I was really disappointed at the way
that our season has been written off by a
news reporter who does not have the
slightest idea of what a cross country
race entails. Not once have I seen a
reporter go to one of our races for the
purpose of reporting.
I would also like to address our lack of
experience. It is true that this years team
does not have much college race
experience, however talent often has a
way of making up for a lack of
experience.
Next, sure the future looks gray, with
Emmitt Kipp out, and Joe Clark
withdrawing from school the team lost
an all--american and their steadying
influence.
Unfortunately, you forgot that only
five people are needed for a cross country
team. By the way, we have the five
people needed for a team.
It would be nice if we could be given a
chance to prove ourselves before our
season is written off by an overzealous
reporter.
I feel that this season will be more
than successful. By running as a group
and doing our best this team has no
limits.
In the future we would appreciate a
chance to prove ourselves before we are
butchered by a reporter who never even
researched his story by talking with the
team. Thank you for your time.
Mark Brennan
Dave Gallagher
(co-captains for the
mens cross country team)

Betas apologize
As President of the Beta House on
campus I feel it necessary to say a few
words with regards to the actions of a
couple of our members at last Thursday's
UPS--PLU football game.
On behalf of the chapter and myself I
would like to extend an apology to all
UPS alumni, parents, and students for a
few acts at that game that were clearly
beyond reproach and far removed from
the accepted behavior of an adult, and
more particularly of a Beta.
Those parties, it should be mentioned,
were acting of their own accord and are
being punished for their actions.
The greater membership has never
sponsored such behavior and wishes to
join me in this apology.
Greg Coyle
President Beta Theta Pi

Loggers cheered
Congratulations are in order to the
Logger football team for an exciting and
well-deserved win over PLU!
To Ross Hjelseth, for coaching the
Loggers to a victory and for boosting
Logger pride, THANKS A LOT!
Thanks also go to the UPS Pep Band,
Cheerleaders, and fans for keeping the
Logger spirit alive throughout the game!
Looking forward to a great season -GO LOGGERS!!

Maureen Chapman
Rebecca Saulsbury
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Watch "The Young Ones" at 8:30
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Next Tuesday, season premiere of "Moonlighting," 10:00
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Well, he was a really
cool dude, but when
it finally came time
to print his photo
some moron couldn't
find the negative.
So, just imagine a photo
of a really cool dude
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Unfortunately the same
moron lost this negative
too. So, just imagine three
cute girls standing at
the counter of the Cellar
with one dorky Cellar
manager.
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Livingill& Lad,9
Fitness Center

21-

And just think if you're
a convict or a secret
agent you won't
need to worry about
having your photo
plastered all over
a silly newspaper

MIN/

America's Health Club

Living Well Lady invites
you to our...

OPEN HOUSE!
$13.00 Down
$13.53 Per month
*2 yr. non-ren. prog.
*18 yrs. or older
* Subj. to financial approval
*Reg. price $375
*14.68 annual % rate
3702 S. Fife at 38th 472-4434
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Some guy
whose name
we forgot to ask
Customer #500

Two neat girls
named Jennifer
and their pals
Customer #1444

You may be the
next lucky
winner
Customer #12576
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